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The State Minimal Student Per£ormance
Objectives in Conununication Skills
By Robert L. Trezise

For the past several years the
Michigan Department of Education
has been advocating to educators at all
levels throughout the state that they
adopt a program of accountability.
But since the term "accountability"
has many meanings, both denotative
and connotative, it was necessary for
the Department to develop a definition of this elusive term so that it
would have some agreed upon meaning; and, therefore, it has defined the
term as a process model - a model
that can be applied to educational
programs at all levels, ranging from the
Department of Education itself to the
individual teacher who may wish to
follow a program of accountability
within his or her own classroom.
The Department's Accountability
Process Model suggests a system of
educational planning that is largely a
matter of logic. The Model suggests
that in any kind of planning in
education, one should first define
broad goals and then proceed to
specify objectives in terms of those
goals. Following the specification of
goals and objectives, one should
ascertain student needs in regards to
the objectives; i.e., where are the
students at present in terms of the
stated expectancies? Following the·
needs assessment, it is then incumbent
upon the educator to develop a variety
of instructional programs appropriate
to the stated objectives and the
identified needs. Finally, the Process
Model for Accountability says that the
program should be evaluated on the
basis of the extent to which it helped
the students to attain the 'stated
objectives. In brief, the Accountability
Model defined by the Department of'
Education suggests that educators,
throughout Michigan state in clear

terms what they hope to accomplish
with students, plan how to do it, and
then evaluate the success of the
program. It would be difficult to
refute the logic of this kind of
planning.
It is hoped that districts everywhere
in the state will choose to follow this
kind of process model; and for the·
past several years, the Department has
been attempting to give local district
personnel whatever assistance it can to
help them pursue this kind of
accountability program. For example,
with the assistance of a statewide tut
force, the Department has developed a
set of Common Education Goals goals that districts throughout the
state may wish to use as a model for
developing their own educational
goals. Many educators in Michigan
have drawn upon these goals in
working through their own aoal
statements; others hne simply
adopted the Common Goals in toto u
being appropriate to their local needs.
Beyond developing the Common
Goals as a model for local districts, for
the past several years the Department .
has also been attempting to establish a
model in the second stage of the
accountability process - the definition .
of student performance objectives.
Under this program, the Department
has developed minimal student performance objectives in each of the'
curriculum areas, which, it is hoped,
will serve as a model to persons
thrQughout Michigan who are interested in developing their own per-1
formance objectives for the varioua
school areas. Among the objectives
that have been developed are the
Communication
Skills objectives.
Developed with the assistance and
support of literally hundreds of people
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around the state, including both
specialists in communication skills and
educational generalists, these objectives have already been widely distributed in the State-Board-approved
printed format. Since so many questions arise concerning these objectives
(as well as the objectives in the other
areas), it will be the purpose of this
article to attempt to clarify their use.
As is true of all of the statedeveloped objectives, the Communication Skills objectives have been developed for the early-elementary
(grades 1-3), later-elementary (grades
4-6), and secondary (grades 7-9) levels.
The objectives represent the kinds of
skills and competencies that many
people feel all youngsters should have
attained by the time they complete
these three grade cycles. The state
objectives are, in a sense, a definition
of a foundation program in communication skills and should be
applicable to youngsters anywhere in
the state.
All of the state objectives, incl':lding
the Communication Skills objectives,
are to be interpreted as "minimal." In
other words the objectives represent
basic competencies that all students
should attain if they are to reach a
minimal skill level in Communication
Skills.
Since the state objectives have been
defined in only the minimal sense, and
also since they have not been defined
grade by grade, but in terms of third,
sixth, and ninth grade skills only, local
educators will not find these objectives
sufficient for their purposes in and of
themselves. Hence, reading teachers,
speech teachers, language arts teachers,
and so on will want to define
objectives for their students much
more specifically and more compre-hensively than has been done in the
Communication Skills objectives. The
state objectives represent only a
starting point and a model for the
fuller development of objectives at the
local level.
The Communication Skills objcc-

tives define skills in three areas:
Skills,
(II) Speaking/
Listening Skills, and (III) Writing
Skills. In each of these skill areas the
objectives have been arranged under
broad areas or topical headings. Thus,
in the "Reading Skills" section at the
third grade level, the first heading is
"Reading Vocabulary Development."
Under this term, three more specific
objectives appear. They are:
By the end of the third grade, the
learner will:
1. demonstrate the acquisition of an
increased range of reading vocabulary ...
2. demonstrate their ability to identify new words found in content
material appropriate to the third
grade level ...
3. demonstrate an ability to apply
phonetics, spelling patterns, word
parts, or context clues as aids in
identifying new words ...
Besides "Reading Vocabulary Development," other headings under third
grade Reading Skills are: "Arranging
Data," "Acquiring Meaning from
Written Language," and "Positive
Responses to Reading." Each of these
topical headings, plus others, appear
again under Reading Skills on the sixth
and ninth grade levels, and the
objectives that are subsumed under
these headings at the higher grades are,
of course, appropriate to those levels.
Hence, the format of the Communication Skills objectives is an attempt
to make the point that one first
defines broad goals (the topical headings) and then in a sense translates·
these goals into more specific objectives. It is important, in other words,
to define objectives within some
broader context. The "Goal-Objective" format of the Communication
Skills objectives is intended to be
illustrative of this point. And, further,
the more specific objectives developed
at the local level may be developed in
the context of the rather broad state
objectives.
Besides the Goal-Objective arrange-

(l) Reading
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ment in the Communications objectives, a second column accompanies
the one containing the objectives
themselves
this one presenting
example evaluation techniques; i.e.,
test items that may be used with
students to determine their needs in
terms of the objectives. In other
words, given a particular objective,
how can one determine the extent to
which students have achieved that
objective? The evaluation approaches
cited in the adjoining column of .the
objectives are intended to be some
example approaches. If we again take
the first reading objective listed above
as an example (the student will
demonstrate the acquisition of an
increasing range of reading vocabulary"), the following three examples
are given in the document as examples
for
evaluation
or
assessment
approaches:
1.1 Given a reading selection at the
3rd grade level, the learner will
match a series of words extracted
from the selection with appropriate still pictures which best depict
the meaning of the words ...
1.2 Given a reading selection at the
3rd grade level, the learner will
locate specific words in that
selection from the clues supplied
by a series of still pictures . . .
1.3 Given a reading selection at the
3rd grade level, the learner will
locate specified words in response
to those words given orally ...
The evaluation approaches suggested
in this column include both items of a
paper and pencil type and evaluation
approaches of an oral and/or more
subjective nature, such as teacher
observation techniques.
Other matters about the Communication Skills objectives that will be of
interest include the following:
I . The objectives are of both a
cognitive and affective nature. Objectives in the affective domain, for
example, include those which relate
to positive responses to reading,
~peaking, listening, and writing

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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skills. Affective objectives, as is well
known, are much more difficult to
measure. Indeed, as it works out, it
is oftentimes true that the more
important the objective, the more
difficult the measurement. But
objectives that are difficult to
measure should obviously not be
excluded simply for this reason.
Emphasis in the objectives is on
producing and receiving meaning
from language. For example, the
reading objectives very much stress
reading comprehension.
Thinking skills should permeate all
the phases of language activity, and
therefore, these high-level cognitive
skills are an intrinsic part of the
Communication Skills objectives.
The objectives include skills useful
in practical, social, and career
environments. Competencies thus
attained should contribute substantially to the learner's ability to
participate effectively in modem
society.
The objectives have been based
upon the assumption that language-based experiences that do not
have an immediate utilitarian value
may nonetheless be helpful at a
given time in assisting the learner in
the ordering of his own experiences.
The objectives assume that the rules
and mechanics of language are not
important per se, but only as aids
to communication.
The objectives for communication
skills represent outcomes achievable
by students at any time on the
school career continuum. Hence,
these objectives lend themselves to
an individualized instructional program. It is assumed that Ieahers
will be at various points of this
continuum. An objective is timely
whenever the learner gives evidence
of readiness. Thus, some objectives
can be introduced either earlier or
later than that time traditionally ·
considered appropriate.
·
Now that the Communication Skills

The second stage of the field testing
procedure ( to be started in the fall of
197 4) involves the identification of
school programs that seem to be
working well in terms of the objectives. The idea is to identify not a few,
but many programs that seem to do
well in helping students of many
learning styles and all abilities to reach
the objectives. When these programs
are identified, they will be made
known to people throughout the state
as workable ones - programs that
educators in other districts might wish
to consider adopting or adapting.

objectives have been through all of the
Department's various approval processes, including approval by the
thirteen Grade Commissions, the
Council of Elementary and Secondary
Education, and the State Board of
Education, as well as having been
reviewed by any number of advisory
and referent groups, they are next to
be submitted to what is being called a
field-testing procedure, which is a
two-stage process. Under the field-testing program, the first task is to
develop a pool of needs assessment
items that relate to the objectives. This
involves asking numbers of educators
throughout the state to write test
items for all of the objectives - items
that can be used for a needs
assessment program. When all of these
objectives are developed (we hope by
the spring of this year), they will then
be available to anyone in the state who
wishes to conduct a needs assessment
program in terms of the Communication Skills objectives. In other words,
if an individual teacher wants to know
at the beginning of the year where his
or her students are in regards to these
objectives, she will be able to draw
upon the state pool of assessment
items to formulate her own needs
assessment battery. Further, the test
items in the state pool may serve as a
model for items developed at the local
level.

How do the Communication Skills
objectives relate to the State Assessment program? At present, the state
assessment program includes only
mathematics and reading; the Speaking/Listening and Writing Skills of the
Communication Skills objectives may
be added at a later date. But the
important thing is that these objectives, or any other objectives defined
·at the local level, should be assessed at
the local level. Considering all of the
educational programs in the various
levels that go on in the schools, it is
apparent that the responsibility for
developing objectives for all of these
programs, conducting needs assessments, and evaluating these programs
must ultimately be not at the state
level, but the local.

(Robert L. Trezise is State Communication Skills Specialist for the Michigan
Department of Education.)
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